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Let U, W be finite-dimensional representations of G = SL,. We give conditions 
under which (cl@ k[ W])G is a CohenMacaulay k[ W]G-module. In particular we 
obtain an invariant theoretic proof of the fact that the trace ring of generic 2 x 2 
matrices is Cohen-Macaulay. ‘T) 1991 Academic Press, Inc. \ 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero and let W be a finite-dimensional representation of G. 
Then G acts on the polynomial ring k[ W] and the Hochster-Roberts 
theorem tells us that k[ WIG is Cohen-Macaulay [S]. 
In this paper we study a question that looks very similar. Let U be 
another finite-dimensional representation of G. Then G acts on the free 
k[ WI-module U@ k[ W] and we ask whether (U@ k[ W])’ is a Cohen 
Macaulay module over k [ W] ‘. 
Unfortunately the answer to this question is no in general. Stanley gave 
a complete answer in the case in which G is a torus. In this case there are 
interesting connections with linear diophantine equations [ 151. 
We give a simple example where (U@ k[ W])” is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let G= G,, R= k[X, Y, Z], M= k[X, Y, Z] and G, 
acts on R and A4 as follows: Let u E G,, f E R, and g E M. Then ~1. f = 
f(aX cry, a -‘Z) and u. g = a-‘g(ctX, cry, c(- ‘Z). Hence RG = k[XZ, YZ] 
and MC = (XZ, YZ) Z- ‘. Clearly MC is not a Cohen-Macaulay module. 
If x is a generator for x(G,) then this example corresponds to U = x -’ 
and W=X@X@X~‘. 
*This paper was written while the author was visiting the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He hereby thanks MIT for its kind hospitality. 
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Let us also mention that if (U@k[ WI)’ is Cohen-Macaulay then the 
Poincare series of (U@k[ IV])” satisfies a sort of functional equation. In 
[ 16, Theorem 4.31 Stanley gives a sufficient condition for the existence of 
such a functional equation. 
Our main motivation for studying (170 k[ W])” lies in trace rings of 
generic n x n matrices. (See, e.g., [3, 11, 12, 143.) 
Fix integers m and n and let X,=(~(ik’),~~,~~,,, l<k<m be mnXn 
matrices in M,(k[xj,!‘]). Let 6,,, be the k-algebra generated by Xi, . . . . X,. 
This is called the ring of m generic n x n matrices. 
G has many fine properties. Among other things, it is an affine prime 
PI-aG:bra. It is not Noetherian however. Let T(G, ,,) denote the set of all 
traces of elements in G,,,, (as a subring of M,(k~x~‘])). Then T,X,,= 
G,,,T(G,,,) is called the trace ring of m generic n x n matrices. (The 
notations U,,,, G,,, are due to L. Lebruyn.) 
T is an affine Noetherian prime PI-algebra, finitely generated over its 
centem;: The geometric meaning of U,,, is that it parametrizes (in a non- 
commutative way) the irreducible components of the semisimple represen- 
tations of dimension n of the free algebra k(X,, . . . . X,) [l, 143. 
There is a different description of U,,,, that is more suitable for us. Let 
V be an n-dimensional k-vector space and let W = ( V* @ V)“, U = V* @ V, 
and G = SL( V). Then T,,,, = (U @ k[ WI)‘. 
After computations in low dimensions, L. Lebruyn conjectured that U,,, 
is always a Cohen-Macaulay module over its center. This was proved by 
him in the case of 2 x 2 matrices using the theory of Clifford algebras. 
The trace ring of 2 x 2 matrices is a module of invariants for SL,. Now 
the representation theory of SL, is almost as simple as the representation 
theory of a torus, hence it is natural to study the CohenMacaulayness of 
(U@ k[ WI)” in this case first. 
This is precisely what we do in this paper. We provide some tools 
(Theorem 3.1, Corollary 5.4, and Lemma 5.6) that make it possible to give 
a positive answer for certain pairs U, W. In particular we recover the 
Cohen-Macaulayness of the trace ring of generic 2 x 2 matrices. 
On the other hand we make the assumption that the unstable locus in 
Proj k[ W] is smooth. This puts a severe restriction on the possible w’s. 
In general however one can always apply Theorem 3.1 to an embedded 
resolution of the unstable locus. This is the subject of some ongoing 
research on which I will report in a forthcoming paper. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Homogeneous Bundles 
In this section we describe some of the properties of homogeneous 
bundles. All these properties are well known and easily proved by faithfully 
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flat descent. I have not been able to locate a convenient reference however. 
Here and in the next sections k will be an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero. All schemes will be k-schemes. Fiber products are over 
Spec k unless otherwise specified. 
If G is an algebraic group and P is an algebraic subgroup of G then the 
quotient morphism is faithfully flat [S, Expo. VI,, Theorem 3.21. If Y is a 
scheme with a P action then G xp Y is defined informally as G x Y/P, 
where P acts as p( g, y) = (gp- ‘, py). Formally G xp Y is defined by 
putting appropriate descent data on G x Y. 
Projection on the first factor defines a morphism G xp Y -+ G/P whose 
fibers are all isomorphic to Y. By construction G x.,, (G xp Y) g G x Y. 
If S is a scheme and H is a group scheme acting on S then let us denote 
by Sch,/S the category of S-schemes with an H-action compatible with the 
H-action on S. 
Then G xp ? defines a functor Sch,/{ P} + Sch,/(G/P). To simplify the 
notation we will often denote this functor by -. 
Let 4: X’ + G be a G-equivariant map. Then x + (4(x), d(x) ~ ’ x) and 
(g, x) -+ gx define explicit maps between X’ and G x XL which are each 
other’s inverse. 
Similarly if 4’: X’ -+ G, 4”: X” + G, and f: X’ + X” are G-equivariant 
such that d’lf=d’ then the isomorphisms defined above give rise to a 
commutative diagram 
X’ E GxXe 
I I 
.f 1 x /;, 
(1) 
A”’ z G x Xi 
Hence taking the fiber of e defines an equivalence of categories between 
Sch,/G and Schle. 
Now suppose that we are given 4: X+ G/P, also G-equivariant, and 
assume that the fiber of {P} is Y. Then there is a canonical morphism 
71: G xp Y + X: (g, y) + gy which is an isomorphism on the fibers of {P}. 
Gx G,P n is a map of G-schemes which is an isomorphism on the fibers of 
e, so by Cl), Gx.,, rc is an isomorphism, but this means, by faithfully flat 
descent, that n is also an isomorphism. 
Hence - actually defines an equivalence of categories between Sch,/( P} 
and Sch,/(G/P). 
Finally assume that we are given a P-equivariant vector bundle E + Y. 
Then by applying G x,,, ? together with faithfully flat descent one sees that 
$+ F is also a vector bundle. Furthermore one verities that - is com- 
patible with all the usual vector bundle operations f*, 0, S”, /i”, exact 
sequences, etc. 
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If E is given by its sheaf of sections d then we will use the notation 8 
to denote the sheaf of sections of E. 
What we have shown above implies that a vector bundle on P is 
uniquely determined by its fiber over x = {P}. That is, if 9 is a 
G-equivariant vector bundle on P then ( E ) E 8. This fact will be used 
heavily in the sequel. 
2.2. Collapsing of Homogeneous Bundles 
In the sequel we will encounter the following situation: Y is a closed sub- 
variety of a variety X on which an algebraic group G acts. In general the 
union of all conjugates of Y is only a constructable set (denoted by GY). 
We will need a criterion under which GY is nice. 
Such a criterion is provided by Kirwan. 
If P c G are algebraic groups then we will denote by p c g their respec- 
tive Lie algebras. 
If G acts on a scheme X then there is an induced action [ --* [, from g 
to the tangent space T,X for each x E X. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Y be a closed subvariety of a variety X on which 
an algebraic group G acts. Assume that there is a parabolic subgroup of G 
with the property that for all y E Y 
P={gEGlgyEY) 
P= {iEgli.“+Y). 
Then the natural map G xp Y + X: (g, y) + gy is a closed immersion. 
ProojI This fact can be distilled from the proof of [ 10, 
Theorem 13.6). 1 
3. THE METHOD 
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k 
of characteristic zero and let U be an irreducible and W an arbitrary finite 
dimensional representation of G. (Assuming U irreducible is no restriction 
since we can always analyze the irreducible components of U separately.) 
DetineR=k[W],M=U@k[W],h+l=dimRG,andd+l=dimR= 
dim, W. Let X= Proj R and let X” be the locus of G-unstable points in X. 
The defining ideal for X” is given by the graded ideal I = rad( (R + )G R) in 
R. Let 9 be the corresponding sheaf of ideals in ox. Obviously I and .9 are 
G-invariant. 
The following criterion for MC to be Cohen-Macaulay is easily proved: 
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THEOREM 3.1. rf U@(n df ’ W)* does not occur as a G-representation in 
H’(X”, (#‘/Y’+‘)(l)) for all t, 1, and j=d- h, . . . . d then MG is Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Proof If d-h = 0 then there is nothing to prove, so we assume 
d- h > 1. A well-known criterion for MC to be a Cohen-Macaulay 
RG-module is that WiR+jC(MG) = 0 for i= 0, . . . . h [15]. Now by a 
simple generalization of [9, Lemma 4.53, Hi(R+jG(MG) = (Hi(M))G = 
H)(U@R)G= (U@Hi(R))‘, which is non-zero if and only if U@H;(R) 
does not contain a trivial representation, i.e., if and only if U* does not 
occur in H’,(R). Now by definition 
H;(R) =h Ext;(R/P, R). 
Hence any representation that occurs in H’,(R) occurs in at least one 
Ext,(Z’/Z’+ ‘, R). 
But by local duality applied to the localization of R at 
R+: Hd,~l~i(Z’/Z’fl)=HomR(Ext~(Zf/Z’fl, R),J), where J=Hd,$‘(R) [7, 
Theorem 6.31. 
Let J’ be the graded R-module defined by 
J’ = l&r Hom,(R/(R+)“, k); 
then one computes (somewhat laboriously) from the definition 
.Z=lim Extd,f’(R/(R+)“, R) - 
that J= (/i d+ ’ W)* ok J’ as G-module. 
Hence 
p: 1 ~ i( p/p + 1) 
= HomK(Exti(Z’/Zr+‘, R), b Hom,(R/(R+)“, k))@(nd+’ W)* 
=@ Hom,JExti,(Z’/Z’+‘, R)@ R/(R+)“, k)@ (Ad+’ W)*. 
So U* will not occur in Extk(Z’/Z”‘, R) if and only if (/id+ ’ W)* 0 U does 
not occur in H$ ’ ~ i(Zf/Zf + ‘). 
But by [4, Chap. III], Hi:’ Pi(Z’/Z’+ ‘) is a quotient of the graded 
R-module Q ,c z HdP’(X, Y’/Y’+‘(Z)) (if d-i> 1 this is even an 
isomorphism). 
It suffices now to note that Hd-j(X, Y’/.Y*+‘(Z))= HdP’(XU, 9*/4’+‘(f)) 
to complete the proof of 3.1. 1 
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4. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE UNSTABLE Locus 
Our aim is now to apply Theorem 3.1. For this we have to understand 
the unstable locus in X. This is accomplished by the Hilbert-Mumford 
criterion, which we recall briefly in this section. 
We keep the notations of the previous sections. In addition we define 
X* = Spec k[ W] and X*’ = Spec k[ WI/Z. The k-points of X* are in 
oneeone correspondence with the elements of the vector space W*. 
If 1.: k* -+ G is a one-parameter subgroup then we can choose a basis in 
W* such that the action of A is diagonal. Hence 2 is given by z + 
diag(z’l, . . . . zrd+l). If x = (xi, . . . . xd+, )E W* then one defines m(x; A) = 
min{r,Ix,#O}. In [13, Theorem2.11 Mumford proves x~X*“o 
m(x; 2) > 0 for some ;1. This is the so-called Hilbert-Mumford criterion. 
By elementary theory of algebraic groups it follows that any one- 
parameter subgroup of G can be factored through a maximal torus. Since 
all maximal tori are conjugate we can write any one-parameter subgroup 
of G as g-‘Ag, where A is a one-parameter subgroup of some fixed maximal 
torus T. 
XfU = {XC X* Im(x; 1) > O> is clearly a linear subspace of X*. Since 
m(x; g- ‘Ig) = m( gx; 1) we see that Xz!ilg = gX:“. Hence X*’ = Uz GXfU, 
where 1 runs over the one-parameter subgroups of T. Projectivizing one 
obtains a similar statement x” = lJ j. GX;. 
In the sequel we will restrict ourselves to G = SL( V), where V is a two- 
dimensional k-vector space. The representation theory of SL( V) is 
particulary simple. All irreducible representations of SL( V) are of the 
form SkV, k 3 0. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G = SL( V). Then X*” = GX:” and X” = GX;, where il 
is given by z + diag(z, z--i). 
Prooj’I A general ,? is of the form z + diag(z”, Z-O) but it is immediately 
verified that there are only two different XT”‘s, one corresponding to a > 0 
and one corresponding to a < 0. They are transformed into each other by 
c 3. I 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G = SL( V) and assume that W contains only direct sum- 
mands (as G-representation) of the form V or S2V. Then there is a Bore1 
subgroup P of G acting on X; such that the natural map G x p X; + 
GXX = X” is an isomorphism of varieties. 
Proof. If G = SL( V) one verities immediately (using the Hilbert- 
Mumford criterion) that the stabilizer of Xy is a Bore1 subgroup conjugate 
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to ( 2 “,). Furthermore the hypotheses for Proposition 2.1 are easily 
checked in the case in which W= V of W= S*V. But then they are also 
true for direct sums of representations of this form. 1 
5. THE COMPUTATION OF 3'/9'+' 
In this section we keep the notation of the previous sections. G will now 
be SL( V), where V is a two-dimensional vector space over k. W is a finite- 
dimensional G-representation containing only direct summands of the form 
V or S’( I’). In Section 4 we saw that X’ = GX; r G xp Xy, where Xx is a 
linear subspace of X and P is a Bore1 subgroup of G. 
To soften the notation we will put Y= X;I, S = G/P. There is a natural 
map x” g G xp X; + G/P = S which will be denoted by 4. Y will be iden- 
tified with the fiber of some closed point x E G/P. X” is a projective bundle 
on S and hence it will be of the form p,(a) for some vector bundle d on S. 
Let 3’ be the ideal sheaf of Y in X and let I’ c R be the corresponding 
graded ideal. Then I’ is generated by some linear subspace IV’ c W. Put 
W” = W/W’. 
Finally let ox( 1) be the line bundle associated to a hyperplane in X. This 
bundle restricts to a line bundle on X”, which as usual is denoted by op( 1). 
In this case this leads to an annoying notation conflict. Since x” = P,(8) 
there is a twisting sheaf on X” which is classically denoted by op( 1) too 
[6, p. 1601. To avoid confusion let us momentarily denote this twisting 
sheaf by C$,( 1)‘. It is immediately verified that cO,( 1) and cO,( 1)’ agree on 
the fibers of 4. Hence flp( 1)‘= cO,( 1)@$*04p [6, Ex. 11.591 for some line 
bundle .5? on S. By changing 6 into 8’@ .5? we can then assume that 
Qp ( 1) = cJ~ ( 1)‘. This is the assumption that will be made in the sequel. 
LEMMA 5.1. With assumptions as above E = %“I, 
Proof. As usual 8 = d*op( 1). In this case however we can take the 
fiber for x E S [4, par. 71. Hence C& = d*O,( 1) and since Y= Proj k[ W”] 
one sees that &” = W”. Hence E = qU. 1 
Before we continue we state a standard lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let U c VC W be schemes such that U is a local complete 
intersection in V and V is a local complete intersection in W. Assume that the 
ideal sheaves defining U in V, V in W, and U in W are respectively Y, 2, 
X. Then there is an exact sequence of vector bundles on U, 
0 -+ y/y’ 0 0” -+ x/x* + 9/P + 0, 
where the maps are defined in the obvious way. 
(2) 
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Proof: It suffices to prove this in the case in which U= Spec A, 
V = Spec B, W = Spec C, where C is local. 
There are surjective maps CA B A A associated to the inclusions 
UC Vc W. Let J= Ker rc, Z=Ker n’, K=Ker(rr’z). Clearly K=zPIZ. 
Associated to (2) there is a complex of A modules 
O- J/J’@,AL K/K2- 1/12- 0. (3) 
Now K/K2z K@, C/Kg KQ, A, JlJ20,ArJQ,BOcA~JBcA, 
Z/Z2 EIQ, B/IS I@, A. Then one verifies that (3) is obtained by 
tensoring the exact sequence 
O-Jc;K*Z-0 
with A. Hence (3) will always be right exact. To show that i is injective we 
compute J/J’@. A z J/J’@, C/K= J/(JK+ J’) = J/JK since Jc K. 
Hence i will be injective iff Jr\ K2 = JK. It is easily verified that this is 
true using the fact that J and K are generated by regular sequences. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. With notations as above there is an exact sequence 
0~9/92~~*~o~~“(-l)~~*Q,,~o. (4) 
Proof: Since Y, x”, and X are smooth, Y and X” are local complete 
intersections. Hence we can use Lemma 5.2 to describe 9/y2. Let m, be the 
maximal ideal in OS defining X. Then Yin x” is defined by the ideal d*(m,). 
Hence (2) translated to the present situation reads as 
0 + (,0/P), + .Y’/Xt2 -+ d*(m,)/d*(mS) + 0. 
Then one makes the following observations, 
(5) 
l Since I’ is generated by a linear subspace W’ of W one computes 
that ~‘/9’2=~*(W’)@0,(-1)=~*(W’)@c?,(-1),. 
l Since qj is flat 4*(m,)/b*(m,)2 g d*(m,lmz) but m,/mf z (Q,,), 
[6, 11.8.71. Hence 4*(m,)/#*(mf) E ~*(Q,,),. 
Applying - to (5) yields (4). 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. For t > 0 and I arbitrary, there are exact sequences 
0 + (Y/Y”)(l) + $b*(sW)(,- t) 
-$5*(s’-‘ivQQ,)(r-t+ 1)-O. (6) 
(In the case t = 0 we follow the convention that Sp ‘(?) = 0.) 
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ProoJ: Since X” is smooth, x” is a local complete intersection in X. 
Hence Yr/Yt+’ z s’(.Y/#2). 
The case t = 0 is a tautology. If t > 0 then (6) is obtained by taking 
symmetric powers of (4) (using the fact that Q,, is a line bundle since 
SZP’). 1 
The sequences (6) will be used to compute the cohomology of 
Y’/.Y’+ ‘(1). To do this we need another standard lemma. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let S be a scheme and let X= P,(8), where & is some 
vector bundle of rank r on S. Let q5 denote the structure map X --) S and 
let 9 be some other vector bundle on S. Then 
if 120 
if -r<l<O 
H’-‘+ ‘(S, 9 @,, (/i’8)* @,,y (sp’pr&)*) if 16-r. 
Proof. This follows from the Leray spectral sequence for 4 and the fact 
that 
9 0 (‘s S’& if j=O 
R’qs*(q4*9-(1)) = 0 if j#O,r-1 
F&,, (A’a)* a,, (s-‘-rs)* if j=r-1 
[6, Ex. 111.8.3, 111.8.4]. Here as usual a negative symmetric power is to be 
interpreted as 0. 1 
From this lemma we deduce that the cohomology of the last two terms 
in (6) lives only in degrees 0, 1, r - 1, r, where r is the rank of W”. 
If we assume that G acts generically free on X then d-h = 3 and hence 
the cohomology in degrees 0, 1 has no influence on the cohomology of 
Y’/S’+ ‘(1) in degrees d-h and higher. 
So by Theorem 3.1 we only have to look in degrees r - 1, r. 
To simplify the notation we define 
d,,, = f/4*(sVV)(l- t) 
~,.,=~*(s’-‘~‘o~s/~)(l-f+l). 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let i = 0, 1. 
If t---r>0 then 
If t-l-r-l 20 then 
H’~ ’ + ‘(x”, s&) and H’- ’ + i(X”, .%?,;,,) are zero in the other cases. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 5.5. 1 
It remains to compute the cohomology of 0 where U is some P represen- 
tation. In the case in which U is irreducible this is accomplished by Bott’s 
theorems [2]. In the case in which U is not irreducible we can construct 
a filtration 0 = U, c U, c . . c U, = U such that Ui, ,/Ui is one-dimen- 
sional. 
Then there is a similar filtration 0 = o0 c ... c D, = I!? such that 
oi, r/8,= Ui, ,/Ui is a line bundle and hence the cohomology of u must 
be contained in the cohomology of @ UTl/U,. 
Now let P=(f i ) c G and let T be the maximal torus (i .!? ,) in G. Then 
the character group of T is generated by the character x: (i ;!?,) + z. 
We will identify x with a one-dimensional representation of P. Then one 
easily verifies that the one-dimensional subquotients of W” are of the form 
x, x2 and the one-dimensional subquotients of IV’ are of the form 
x 
-2 
2 x-l, 1. 
Also using the fact that (Q,,)=m,/mz [6, 11.8.71 we verify that 
(Q,,), = li: P2. Hence the direct summands as G-module of the cohomology 
of &,,, and a,,, are among the direct summands of the cohomology 
of certain tensor powers of 11. Furthermore since x is dominant and a 
generator of x(T) we obtain as a trivial application of Bott’s theory [2] 
that i = c?JJ 1) with some suitable G-action and H’(S, 2”) = S’V. 
We will now use this method in the case in which W= (S2V)“‘. This 
leads to the main application of this paper. It is clear however that similar 
computations can be made in more general cases. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let W=(S2V)“, where m>2. Then (SjV@k[W])G is a 
Cohen-Macaulay k [ W] G-module if 0 < j < 2 * m - 3. 
Proof: First note that r = m in this case. 
We list the one-dimensional subquotients of the vector bundles occurring 
in Lemma 5.6: 
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Hence if t - I- r 3 0, t 3 0, i = 0, 1, then the indecomposable summands of 
H’ ~ ’ + ‘(Y, &,,) are among 
H’(S, C&(21-4t)) ,..., H’(S, c?&(21-2t)). (7) 
Similarly if t - 1 -I- Y > 0, t 2 1, i= 0, 1, then the indecomposable 
summands of H’- ’ + i(x”, BJ,,,) are among 
H’(S, oJ2f - 4t + 2)), . ..) H’(S, o&?- 2t)) (8) 
In the other cases W~l+L(Xu,~,I)=O, W-lfi(X’,&?,,,)=O. 
If t - I - r > 0 then we can write I = t - r - h, h 2 0. Plugging this into (7) 
we see that H’~‘(X“, &[,,)=O. 
On the other hand, by Serre duality and (7), the indecomposable direct 
summands of H’(X”, d,,,) are among 
Ho(s, ~s(4t-2f-2))=S4’~2’-2V=S2’f2’+2h~2V 
HO(S, i&,(2t - 2/- 2)) = S2’-2’-2V= s2r+2hp2v. 
If r-l- l-r>0 then again I=t- 1 -r-h, where h>O. In the same way 
as that above we see that H’+ ‘(F’, &I[,,) = 0. 
The indecomposable direct summands of H’(X”, L%?,,,) are among 
H’(S, &(2t - 21- 2)) = s2’pz’-zv= s2’+2hV. 
Hence it is clear that S’V, for j = 0, . . . . 2r - 3, does not occur among the 
direct summands of H’~ i + i(X”, &,,,), H’- ’ + i(X”, B/;,,), where i = 0, 1. 
Hence these representations will also occur in the cohomology of 
Yf/Yr+‘(l) by (6). It then follows from Theorem 3.1 that (SjV@k[ W])” 
is a Cohen-Macaulay k[ W]‘-module. i 
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COROLLARY 5.8. T,,, is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof: It is well known that T,,, is Cohen-Macaulay [3, 123. (This 
follows also from (6) if one notes that in this case only the cohomology of 
$9,,t is important by Theorem 3.1.) Hence we may assume that m > 3. 
We have already mentioned that Tm,*= (U@k[ IV])‘, where U= 
V*@ V, W=(V*@ V)m. But F’*@V=k@S*V, where k is the trivial 
G-module. Then it is easy to see that T,,, is a polynomial ring over UL,* = 
(U@k[(,S2V)“])G=k[(S2?‘)m]G@(S2V@k[(S2V)”])G. 
Hence it suffices to prove our claim for (U@k[ WI)“, where 
W= (S’V)“’ and U = k, S* V. But in these cases Theorem 5.7 applies. 1 
Note added in proqf. The problems treated in this paper have been solved in greater 
generality (with similar methods) in the following papers 
l M. Van den Bergh, A converse to Stanley’s conjecture for Slz , to appear. 
l M. Van den Bergh, Trace rings of generic matrices are Cohen-Macaulay, J. Am. 
Math. Sot. 2(4) (1989), 7755799. 
l M. Van den Bergh, Cohen-Macaulayness of modules of covariants, Invent Math., to 
appear. 
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